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Abstract. Nonlinear wave structure of ion acoustic disturbances is investigated in magnetized
plasma consisting of warm ions and two electron components, namely hot and cold. The basic set of
fluid equations for the flow variables is reduced to a single equation known as Sagdeev Potential
(SP) equation using non perturbative approach. The properties of solitary wave structures are
studied by pseudo potential method, which is valid for arbitrary amplitude. The amplitude of the
solitary waves and the depth of the potential well are found to decrease with the increase of the
direction-cosine of the wave propagation. The ranges of temperature ratios (ion to electrons) for the
existence of solitary waves and their effects on the plasma medium are studied in detail and
presented graphically for different sets of plasma parameters.
1. Introduction
The nonlinear propagation of electrostatic (e.g. ion acoustic) excitations in magnetized plasmas
has received considerable attention in the last few decades as witnessed by the increasing number of
publication [1-7]. Such nonlinear excitations form specific structures of solitary ion acoustic waves
in space regions of the Earth as well as in laboratories. Solitary waves are a typical form of
nonlinear waves in a medium developed due to the effect of nonlinearity and dispersion. These
waves are localized and are called as solitons, which can trap particles in plasma medium and
convict them over large distances. Therefore the solitons can contribute to the transportation of
energy related with movements of anomalous particles from one region to another in laboratories,
astrophysical and space related plasmas.
In most of the works done the plasma models are seen to be considered as simple ion, electron
compositions. Models related to multispecies plasma/complex plasma are also getting importance in
such studies [8, 9]. But many often reports from spacecraft missions (for example- the FAST,
Viking, GEOTALL, POLAR) have proved co-existence of two temperature electrons (2TE)
populations[10-16]. Whatever be the model considered the resulting solitary waves (solitons) are
found either by the method of perturbation for small amplitudes or by nonperturbative technique for
finite/large amplitudes [17, 18]. The propagation characteristics of ion acoustic waves have been
studied in 2TE plasmas [19-21]. In such plasmas two groups of electrons having different
temperatures are present and the electron velocity distribution may be represented by the super
position of two Maxwellains for the isothermal electrons [22]. Mahmood and Masood [23] have
studied electron-acoustic solitary waves in such situation by using nonperturbative technique.
Numerous reports in regard to ion acoustic (ionic sound) waves in plasmas can be found as path
finder [24-31]. Quite a number of authors have studied ion acoustic waves/solitons in plasmas
consisting of two species of hot and cold electron populations. It is very important to note that the
presence of an ambient magnetic field affecting a plasma medium give rise to different situations.
The plasma behavior becomes much more complicated in terms of ion cyclotron frequencies. Most
of the ion acoustic waves are studied in a regime of low frequency under the effects of magnetic
field leading to the introduction of wave modes in a regime of mixed wave frequencies.
We consider warm magnetized plasma model containing two temperature electron populations
and see the propagation characteristic of ion acoustic solitons. In such plasma the occurrence of
compressive/rarefactive solitons is questioned for sub-subsonic limits. In deriving the ideal
evolution equations the pseudopotential method has been applied for a quasi-neutral condition for
the plasma. Such nonperturbative works are yet be done for magnetized plsma, as it is seen during
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the literature survey. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present the basic equations
representing our plasma model. Section III shows the derivation of the Sagdeev potential equation
for studying arbitrary amplitude solitary waves. Computational results of different parametric
ranges for the existence of nonlinear structures are discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, we summarize our
overall result in Sec. V.
2. Basic Equations
To study the nonlinear waves we have considered the basic equations governing a plasma
contaminated with the warm ions and two temperature electron distributions immersed in an
uniform external magnetic field B0 = B0 zˆ directed along z- axis. The electron distributions are
considered asin ref. [22]. The equations of motion for warm ions in (x-z) plane are
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
where

(6)
(7)

We have normalized the ion, electron densities ni, ne by the equilibrium plasma density n0, time
(t) by the inverse of the ion gyrofrequency i, velocity by the ion sound speed Cs [= (Teff/mi)1/2],
space by the ion gyro radius ρs[=Cs / i], i =eB0/mi is the ion gyrofrequency, potentials  by Teff/e,
magnetic field by B0. Temperature is normalized to effective temperature
Teff= ThTc/(n0hTh+n0cTc). Here,  =Ti/Teff, β=Tc/Th, μ=nc0/n0, υ= nh0/n0.
3. Derivation of the sagdeev potential (SP) equation
In order to obtain a traveling wave solution, we consider a stationary wave in the moving frame
defined by  xkx + zkz  Mt, where M =V/VA is the phase velocity of the wave in the unit of the
velocity VA (or the Mach number) and kx2 + kz2 = 1, kx and kz are direction cosines. So that

(8)
Using Eq. (8), above equations can be reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations in the
following form
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(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Now differentiating (9) with respect to ξ we get,
Multiplying Eq. (10) by kx and Eq. (12) by kz together with (14) we get

(14)

(15)
Now differentiating Eq. (15) with respect to ξ and using equations (9), (11) we get,

(16)
Taking logarithm, equation (6) can be written as,

Differentiating with respect to ξ we get,

(17)

Similarly from equation (7) we get
(18)
Differentiating equation (13) with respect to ξ and using equations (17) and (18) we get,
(19)

Combination of (6) and (7) gives

(20)

Therefore, Eq. (13) becomes
Differentiating equation (21) with respect to ξ we get

(21)

(22)
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Using (20) in (19) we get,

(23)
Using (22) in (23) we get,

(24)

From Eq. (12), integrating with respect to ξ and using boundary condition vz = 0 at nc=1as 
and using charge neutrality condition, ni = ne we get

(25)
Simplification of equation (16) gives rise to an equation of the form

(26)
Multiplying both sides of equation (26) by the terms inside the parenthesis and after some rather
lengthy but straightforward algebra we obtain an equation of the form

(27)
The boundary condition used in deriving equation (27) is

, nc= 1 at Equation (27)

can be interpreted as an energy integral of an oscillatory particle of an unit mass with velocity
and position nc in a potential well K(nc). That is the above equation can be considered as a motion
of a particle whose pseudoposition is nc at pseudotime ξ with pseudovelocity

in a

pseudopotential well K(nc). That is why Sagdeev’s potential is called pseudopotential and the
Sagdeev Potential is given by
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(28)

where,

The conditions for existence of solitary waves are as follows [Writing K(nc, , , , ,M, kz) as
K(nc)],
(i) K(nc) < 0 between nc=1 and nc= N, so that dnc/dξ is real [Eq. (27)], here N gives the amplitude of
the solitary wave. N can be both greater than 1 and less than 1. In the former case we have
compressive solitary wave and in the latter case rarefactive solitary waves.
(ii) K(nc) must be a maximum at nc =1 which means,
(iii) K(nc) should cross the ‘nc’ axis from below near nc= N; and K(nc)>0 for nc >N.
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4. Results And Discussions
In our present plasma model with warm ion and two electron temperature, we have investigated
the formation of arbitrary amplitude compressive solitary waves. The existence of large amplitude
solitary waves can be determined by plotting K(nc) against density nc for different values of plasma
parameters. To study the effect of each individual parameter on the formation of nonlinear
structures, we would vary one parameter at a time and keep other parameters fixed.
In figure1 the Sagdeev Potential K(nc) versus density nc is plotted for different plasma
parameters by using equation (28). It is observed that the amplitude of solitary wave increases with
decrease of μ (= nc0/n0) for M = 0.1, υ = 0.09, β = 0.9, α = 0.02, kz= 0.009 and three different
values of μ = 95 (solid line), 100 (dotted line), 105 (dashed line). We have varied μ≤ 85.3 and
noticed that for lower values of μ = 85.3 solitary waves do not exist. Compressive solitary waves
are found to exist for M less than 1. Next we discussed the effect of parameter β (=Tc/Th), on
nonlinear wave structures. To observed that, we kept all other parameters fixed and varied β within
the parametric range. The amplitudes and depths of solitary waves are found to be increasing as β
increseses, which is depicted in figure 2 for M = 0.1, υ = 0.09, μ =100, α = 0.02, kz= 0.009 and
different values of β =0.3 (solid line), 0.38 (dotted line), 0.45 (dashed line) and 0.56 (dotted line).
The curve for β = 0.3 (solid line) does not represent any of those nonlinear wave structures. Solitary
wave exists for upper values of β = 0.372. Here we have observed that for lower values of β over
the range 0.01- 0.09, 0.001-0.009, solitary wave does not exist. Figure 3 shows the existence of
solitary waves for different values of kz = 0.0079 (solid line), 0.0086 (dotted line), 0.0089 (dashed
line), 0.0094 (dotted line). It is seen that amplitude increases as kz decreases. From our observation,
if kz < 0.008498, K(nc) does not satisfy the existence of solitary waves and hence soliton solution
does not exist. So, it is observed that amplitude of the nonlinear wave structures depends on the
external magnetic field kz. The temperature ratio α (=Ti/Teff) also plays important role in the
formation of the non-linear structures which is depicted in Fig. 4 for fixed M = 0.1, υ = 0.09,
μ = 100, β = 0.9, kz= 0.009 and different values of α = 0.00192 (solid line), 0.058 (dotted line) and
0.2 (dashed line). We have notice that the amplitude increases as α decreases. Solitary wave exists
for lower values of α ≤ 0.4, when α > 0.5 solitary wave does not exists. The amplitudes and depths
are found to be increasing as M (Mach number) increases, which is plotted in figure 5 for υ = 0.09,
μ = 100, β = 0.9, α = 0.02, kz= 0.009 and three different values of M = 0.092 (dashed line),
0.096(dotted line) and 0.098 (solid line).
Here we have varied M over a range 0.01- 0.091, in that region solitary wave does not exist. When
M ≥ 0.092 the soliton solution exists. Figure 6 shows that Sagdeev potential K(nc) vs density nc is
plotted for M = 0.1, μ = 100, β = 0.9, kz= 0.009, α = 0.02 and υ = 0.005(solid line).
5. Conclusion
The set of basic equations governing the warm ion dynamics, Boltzmannian distribution for
two electron temperature together with continuity equation have been reduced to a single equation
known as Sagdeev Potential (SP) equation. An exact analytical expression for the energy integral is
obtained and analyzed numerically through which compressive solitary waves of arbitrary
amplitude are found to exist for different regions of various plasma parameters. Effects of different
parameters on the amplitudes on the nonlinear wave structures are investigated. Our present
theoretical studies could be of interest and it is expected to explain some of the recent spacecraft
observations (e. g. Freja, Viking, GEOTAIL and POLAR etc.) in space plasma where two
temperature electrons distribution are present.
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